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It is a very professional program with lots of support. Where
else would you get Athens Gold medallist Hamish Carter telling PO Box 2763
children
how
to
train
(videos
at Merrifield, VA 22116
http://tryathlon.weetbix.co.nz/Tips.aspx but apologies for the Editor: Chris Bennett - chris@lpcb.org
broad kiwi accent). They even have downloadable training
programs for children.

I was fortunate to be able to watch the Auckland event and it
was magical (see page 12). It shows the value of supporting
those events put on by people like Jenn Brown. We are creating
an enthusiasm for sport in young children which will be of great
benefit to them and our community for years to come.

Mark Your Calendars:

March 22: Bonzai 12th Annual Triathlon Show
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veteran I hope that this serves as a reminder. I
plan to promote the local triathlon scene in
order to make it better for everyone involved.

President’s Corner
Vergil Arbuckle
varbuckle2003@yahoo.com

Triathlon coaches are a very personalized thing
and one that works for one person will not work
for another. As far as coaches go, I recommend
talking to them first and make sure you are
comfortable with them and their philosophies.
Some options are: Endurance Works found at
www.enduranceworks.net,
Principle
Fitness
foundat www.priciplefitness.com, Rehab to
Racing found at www.rehabtoracing.com and
many others. Please look into local coaching and
help support them because they help support a
lot of us.
Governor Schwarznegger on Why The
Budget Process is Like a Triathlon
Courtesy of Kenton Pattie
February 19, 2008

I hope everyone has been having a great off
season and hopefully you have all had time to
relax and recover from last year.

Here's the transcript of Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger's press conference this
morning, courtesy of the governor's office.
Beyond announcing a state hiring freeze, the
governor took questions on subjects ranging
from the state lottery to his personal travel
and beef recall.

The 2008 board of directors would like you to
know things are going very well with the club
and looking very bright for the future . If you
ever have any questions or concerns about the
club or have any ideas on how we can improve
the club please email us at board@tricats.org.

GOVERNOR SCHWARZENEGGER:
I’m very happy to say that today we
completed the first out of three steps in order
to fix our budget problem here in the state of
California.

The 2008 board of directors is new from last
year and hope to bring new opportunities to the
club. The new board of directors is made up of
Vergil Arbuckle, Laura Beaty (Anderson), Robert
Jennings, Case Runolfson, Dario Tirado, and
Scott Weinhold, and we look forward to helping
the club have a great 2008. There are other
people behind the scenes that assist in the
smooth running of the club, but there are too
many people to list and we l really appreciate
your help. And mostly we appreciate the support
of the members of the club and and wish you all
the best for 2008.

Now, I compare this to a triathlon, and the
reason is because we want to move from one
step to the next very quickly, without any rest
whatsoever. In a triathlon, when you finish
the swim, which is the first step, you
immediately jump on a bike and you do your
200 plus miles, and then after that you
immediately go and run the marathon. And
the same I want to happen with this here.
There should be not one single day's rest. The
legislators need to go and take action
immediately when it has to do with the budget
of 2008-2009.

Do you ever think about why you started doing
triathlons? Maybe it was because you were
sitting around drinking some beers with your
buddies and they dared you to do it. You might
have done it in an attempt to lose weight and it
just became a part of your life. Some people
were elite college athletes in one sport or
another and this seemed to be the next step to
keep the competitive spirit flowing. I started
doing triathlons for the support and the benefits
of having people around to make me a better
person. One thing is for sure, none of us could
be very successful at this sport without the
support of the local triathlon scene. Without the
local coaches, bike shops, shoe stores, and most
of all the clubs sponsors, many people would not
be successful at what we do. If you are new to
the sport I will try to let you know some local
supporters of the triathlon scene and if you are a

How many times have you bought something for
your bike on line and sent your money to them
and never even thought about it again? Why not
go to bike shops in town like Bonzai (Falls
Church) or Conte's (Arlington) and get the
personal service and know the money will go to
support the local triathlon scene while making
things better for everyone? I recommend going
to the local bike stores in town and see what
they have to offer and you might be pleasantly
surprised at what you find.
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combined experience treating athletes and
clients with chronic pain. As endurance athletes,
each therapist has a personal understanding of
the effects of training on the body. With diverse
educational backgrounds, the therapists at TMC
of Fairfax are able to employ a broad range of
treatment techniques to customize each session
to the individual needs of the client.
 Rehab to Racing is a partnership that
specializes in the training of injured endurance
athletes and the specific training needs of the
older athlete. Injured runners, swimmers and
bikers need sport-specific rehabilitation and
training by experts to help them reach their full
potential.
Older
athletes
require
unique
strategies and training regimes, not found in
traditional
coaching
workout
schedules.
Combining medical expertise with personal
experience and USAT Coaching Certification, the
Rehab to Racing now fills the void for those
athletes who either have a new injury from
which they are trying to recover and train
through or the athlete who has a nagging injury
that never quite goes away.
 Conte's is happy to be one of our newest
sponsors and they offer many services, and
discounts to all TriCAT members.

There are so many shoe stores that specialize in
performance level shoes in town why buy
anywhere else? The shoe stores I recommend
are Pacers (Alexandria, Fairfax), Potomac River
Running (Ashburn, Burke, Reston), Metro Run
and Walk (Falls Church, Springfield, Rockville).
They will be able to analyze your running or
walking gait and fit you into a shoe appropriate
for your foot.
TriCATs sponsors help the club a lot but they
need us to help them as well. They are happy to
offer discounts to us but if we do not use their
services they will not be able to offer us those
discounts for long.
 Principle Fitness offers many programs,
services, and discounts to all TriCAT members.
They are also very flexible so if there is a special
program you need please contact them so they
can work out a plan designed just for you.
 Bonzai Sports is a true specialty store and
was one of the first multi-sports stores in the
country. They have been supporting and
supplying the National Capital multi-sport
community and they are super stoked to offer all
these services to the rest of America with their
growing Online business.
 At Positively Chiropractic and Dynamic
Kinesiology they strive to incorporate their
mantra into the care of their patients, that being
MO CHI CHUH, always moving forward. Their
goal in this practice is to help their patients gain
a HEALTHIER, MORE FLEXIBLE, STRONGER and
BALANCED BODY, and thus a HAPPIER state of
being.
 Therapeutic Massage Center of Fairfax is
a practice of 4 therapists with over 40 years of

Instead of spending your money at a huge race
that is hard to get into, why not do a local Xterra
race or a race like Savageman that does not fill
up right away but supports local race directors,
great causes and again the local triathlon scene.
I know you will not be able to spend all of your
money, time or effort locally but I challenge you
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to try to support the local scene more this year
than you have perhaps done in the past.
TriCats Discussion Group
http://sports.groups.yahoo.com/group/tricats/
Join the TriCats discussion group to keep
abreast of the latest news and events.

The TriCats Excel based ‘TriLog 1.0’ has been
used by many TriCats for monitoring their
training. Club member Robin Simmons has now
released v 2.0 which has a number of very
useful enhancements. It is available for
download from www.tricats.org (look for it on
the left menu bar). Here are some of the new
features:

A Satisfied Reader
Al Delaney wrote a great article for the
TriCATs newsletter on the dangers we face as
athletes from Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT). If
you haven’t read it, it is posted at the web
site:

Log Worksheet


Ability to set the unit of measure for each
discipline on each day in the Log. If you
swim yards two days a week and meters
two days a week, now you can set the units
for each day independently. The distances
are converted to the unit of measure set as
the default for each discipline on the Setup
worksheet.
Thus, if the default for
Swimming is yards, all of your meters
workouts will be converted to yards to
derive the totals at the top of the Log
worksheet.



a new ‘Other’ discipline to help keep track
of time and distance for activities such as
rowing.



a new Distance column next to each of the
Pace columns for Kilometers and Miles.

http://triduffer.wordpress.com/2007/11/11/tr
avel-risks-for-endurance-athletes-or-howbeing-healty-can-kill-you/
Max Chickering from Microsoft read the article
and shared his personal experiences when he
got DVT: http://chickering.info/MaxPE.htm.
This is worth a read as he went through a lot
of mis-diagnoses before the problem was
found.
Al has some very useful suggestions in his
article on what can be done to reduce the risk.
Read the article and follow them. It may save
your life.

TriCats Triathlon Log
Robin Simmons
rsimmons@ras-ent.com
“If you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it”.
That is the theory behind keeping a log of your
training. Comparing the plan against your actual
training helps to show if you are on course as
well as helping to identify issues such as
overtraining.

www.rehabtoracing.com
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a new Body Weight tracking column. The
unit of measure can be set for pounds or
kilograms.

Weight Training Worksheet


A Weight Training worksheet is a new
addition to the Trilog. It should be flexible
enough to accommodate most everyone’s
weight training tracking needs.

Plan Worksheet


The Plan worksheet was expanded to allow
you to set goals for Other Activities and for
Body Weight. The Actual values from the
Log worksheet are pulled over for Other and
Body Weight for easy comparison.



The Weekly Total and Accumulated Total
columns have been enhanced to display
Weekly and Accumulated Total Time for
both Goal and Actual times.

Races Worksheet

Charts Worksheet


The Charts have been greatly enhanced.
Hopefully, the new charts will provide more
meaningful information.
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Ranking columns for Overall and Age Group
rankings have been added, also showing the
percent in each ranking.



A Penalty column has been added to the
Races worksheet. You can now account for
all of your time during a race.

Editor’s Note: I have used the TriLog since I
first started training and it is an excellent
and useful tool. Robin has put a lot of
thought and effort into it and we are
grateful for his commitment. I am looking
forward to v 3.0 which will hopefully read
the data from my Garmin Forerunner and
make life even easier!

Book Review:
Transformed By TriathlonThe Making of an Improbable
Athlete
Chris Bennett
chris@lpcb.org

Setup Worksheet







A couple of new features on the Setup
worksheet are highlighted below.
When Trilog opens, it automatically adjusts
the Zoom percent of each worksheet to fit
your monitor size. There is now a checkbox
on the Setup worksheet to turn this feature
off.
The Units of Measure area has been
expanded to accommodate the flexibility of
entering a unit of measure for each
discipline for each day on the Log
worksheet.
For those athletes that do a lot of racing or
do very long races, you can now include the
race distances into the Total summary on
the top of the Log worksheet. To include
the race distances to the totals, check the
checkbox on the Setup worksheet that
indicates that desire. If you don’t want to
include race distances in the total, clear the
checkbox on the Setup worksheet.

I stumbled across this book at Amazon and was
impressed enough by the reviewer’s comments
to give it a read. The comments weren’t wrong:
it’s an inspirational book for everyone involved
in triathlon.
Jane Booth is in her early 40’s and, as the title
implies, anything but a triathlete. While she
swims a mile—with lots of chats to “your
buddies in the lanes on either side”, she doesn’t
run and doesn’t even own a bicycle. Her last
experience of cycling was some 30 years earlier.
However, after being introduced to the concept
of triathlon, and watching the San Jose triathlon,
she decides that the next year she will compete
at San Jose. Her long suffering husband’s
response (and as the book progresses you
realize just how long suffering he is) is “No you
won’t … You’ll give it all up in a couple of
months”.
So begins a wonderful journey of Jane from a
non-fit, non-competitive woman to a triathlete.
From someone who “detested” running, to
completing a half-marathon. It takes us through
the highs and lows, with good humour and an
indomitable (well, sometimes) spirit.
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Many of us will be able to relate to Jane’s
metamorphosis from the goal of just finishing a
triathlon (even a sprint) to feeling let down that
she ranked 863/864 on the USAT list for her age
group. A year before she would not have even
know the list existed, let alone been on it!

Theresa, Ken, Bob, and of course the legendary
Kyle Yost. For 2008 I will assist the Board
whenever possible for event planning and again
I will take the lead on planning for Savageman
which has an Oly as well as the famous Half-Iron
distance.

For those of us who have participated in sports
for our entire lives, it gives a perspective on just
the types of physical and mental challenges that
others can face. I didn’t appreciate just how
deep the fear of falling off bicycles can be for
some! For people who have just started in
triathlons, it will inspire you during those difficult
times.

TNL: How long have you been a triathlete
and were you in sports before that? How
did you get into triathlon?

A thoroughly enjoyable
Amazon’s rating:

read,

it

is

CR: I entered the sport in 2003 as a natural
progression after I bought a bike. I was mostly
doing cross-training, playing a lot of golf, and
going to the gym. So, when I was running and
biking a friend of mine suggested I give an
XTERRA a go so I started swimming in Jan 2003
and did my first race, the Odyssey XTERRA, in
May 2003. Hooked!

worth

4 Stars/5
TNL: You tend to do some unusual races.
Tell us about some of your most memorable
ones.

Interview: Who in the World
is Chas Ryan

I believe there is more to multi-sport than
mainstream triathlon. As much as I enjoy the
excitement of a road tri I want and need to
challenge myself with other sports or events. I
would say that the Transrockies Challenge in
2005 with TriCAT Norm Weinberg was quite an
experience and gives an Ironman-like high when
you cross the finish, but it is long and tough.
The Survival of the Shawangunks in ‘06 really
tested my endurance and ability to work through
pain because of the cramps from all the running
and the swimming in cold water. My 2007 was
focused on cycling so I participated in some
ultra-endurance mountain biking events and I
did La Ruta de los Conquistadores, a mountain
bike stage race, in Costa Rica in November and
it was very, very hard with incessant effort. It
was definitely an experience but it was not a lot
of fun and the dysentery I picked up after stage
3 made stage 4 a lot more challenging.

chr1969@cox.net

TNL: What races or events are you training
for in 2008?
CR: I am returning to triathlon a little this year
and will do the Black Bear Half in June and then
Savageman in September. Between these two
events I have some mountain biking races
scheduled and will test myself at altitude for the
Leadville MTB 100 and go to North Carolina for
the Off-Road Assault on Mount Mitchell.

Westerport Wall – Courtesy of Dan Hikok
TNL: You have been an active TriCAT for
several years, including a great 2 years as
President. How are you involved with the
club now?

Prevent Garage Disasters
CR: Well, I am flattered but great is an
overstatement. The Club, or any organization,
can only be successful when there is some
teamwork and synergy so I did not do it alone.
Since my time on the Board I have tried to be as
active as possible but 2007 was a very busy
year professionally so my time for triathlon and
the Club was limited. One of the things that was
a lot of fun in 2007 was planning the
Savageman Weekend for TriCATs with Julie O,

If you put your bike on a rack on top of the car
you
may
appreciate
this
tip
from
www.roadbikerider.com on how to avoid
forgetting it is there and driving into the garage
with the bike on top:
"If you put the bike on the roof, put the garage
door opener in the back of the car. Then you'll
have to get out to get it. It may not save you
from some other low overhang, but I suspect
that most of these accidents happen at home."
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15% off of accessories
5% off bikes
10% off bike fits
TNL: You have a busy life, so how do you fit
your training in, especially when you are on
the road? What would you like to do more
of, if you had more time, excluding
training?

TNL: Do you have a favorite ride or run in
this area?
CR: I really like the Lake Accotink loop over at
Wakefield and do this a lot because it is
convenient. For riding I am a huge fan of
Quantico and going out the back side, on to the
farm roads down there, can be joyous.

CR: I travelled a lot in 2007 and because of my
cycling focus I brought my bike with me for any
trip of more than 4 days. I am now a pro at
boxing it up and putting it back together. I also
became very familiar with the cycling scene in
Las Vegas and St. Petersburg. Otherwise, I will
just concentrate on the other sports if I do not
have my bike so I may run a lot or try to get in
a swim if there is a pool available.

TNL: Do you have any superstitions or
“must do” things before or during
competition?
CR: Not really. I do have a tendency to overplan and bring more food and bottles than I ever
use.
TNL: Tell our readers something that would
surprise them about you.

Hmmmm, well if I had more time then I would
like to take some long cycling tours or ride
across the country.

CR: I have a shoe “jones” (ed note: for those of
you, like me, who had to ask what does that
mean, Chas says it is a passion) and I have
never met a chocolate chip cookie I did not like.
(ed note: and if you have never had one of
Chas’ chocolate chip cookies, you have not lived!
They rock!)

Electronic Dura-Ace in Future for
Triathletes?
Kenton Pattie
Gerolsteiner
rider
Fabian
Wegmann's
Specialized Tarmac SL2 ridden in the 2008 Tour
of California was the only bike in the Tour to
have a Shimano Electronic Dura Ace drivetrain.

TNL: What is your best advice for new
triathletes?
CR: Hire a coach until you figure out how to
structure your life to support the demands of
training, work, and a personal life

Though not yet on the market, this version has
two changes from 07 versions: First, the shifters
and derailleurs are more similar in size
and design to current Dura-Ace. Second, both
are connected via a wire that carries the
electronic signal. The original prototypes were
wireless.

TNL: Picture yourself at age 90.
you think you will be doing?

What do

CR: I would like to be one of those crafty vets
crossing the line at Kona. It will be a lot easier
to qualify when I age-up to 90 and at that point
it is more like a process of elimination and
staying power versus trying to reach a specific
time goal to make the cut

The front derailleur has automatic trim that
adjusts to compensate for chainline in relation
to the rear cogs. If the rider falls on the
driveside, the rear derailleur pops sideways
towards the spokes out of harms way and
remains there until you tap the rear shifter.

Interview by Mary Delaney

E Dura-Ace senses a shift with very little finger
pressure on the lever pad. This will help on
freezing cold days when your fingers are too
cold to easily work standard shifters.
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the
Joanna
M.
Nicolay
Foundation
(http://www.savagemantri.org/JMNMF_About.ht
ml) and were active in supporting the race as
volunteers as well as participants. The weekend
was a resounding success with the Club placing
Third in the fundraising category and a wellearned Third Place in the coed relay. TriCAT
Michael Flanagan podium’d in the open men’s
division.

Savageman Weekend 2008
Chas Ryan
chr1969@cox.net
To provide some background on the race
weekend TriCAT Kyle Yost spread the word
amongst the tri community in 2006 to go to
Deep Creek Lake to participate in the 0th Annual
Savagman Triathlon. It was not really an
organized triathlon but more of a training
weekend with the opportunity to train on a halfiron course that Kyle had designed on the roads,
trails, and lake in the area. The intent was to
inspire local athletes and race directors to
consider holding a real triathlon in 2007.

The 2008 Savagman is scheduled for September
21 (http://www.savagemantri.org) and this year
there will also be an Olympic Distance race as
well as the “Full Savage”. TriCATs is again
planning to rent a few houses on the lake and
support the race as athletes and volunteers. Like
last year we will put together a team to help
plan for the weekend so as we get closer to the
event we will be coordinating to rent houses,
sign-up volunteers for registration, put signs on
the course, and work the water station on the
run course.

In September 2006 thirty triathletes, about half
of them TriCATs, ventured to Deep Creek to stay
in three rented houses on the lake. The houses
were located on the water with plenty of room,
hot tubs, and about a ¼ mile from the bike
course. For those that participated it was a great
weekend of eating well, drinking well, games,
and with some multi-sport mixed in to validate
our indulgences.

For those of you that are not sure if the Full
Savage is doable than give some thought to the
Oly as you will still be challenged but also
participating in a great event. If you think you
can get your climbing legs ready then the
Westernport Wall awaits and the chance to have
your name inscribed on a brick in the road if you
make it to the top.
There will be more

The 1st Annual Savageman Triathlon was held in
September 2007 and was a great success. More
than 250 athletes participated in what is
arguably the “Toughest Half” in the country.
TriCATs and other area clubs raised money for
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announcements on Yahoo and the website as
we get closer to race weekend but sign-up now
as the race fees will begin to climb.
Photos
A big thanks to Kyle Yost who provided most of
the action photos for this issue from Savageman
2007.

Race Report: Ironman
Florida
Matt Braynard
matt@braynard.com

THE SWIM
Started out in the front. Got kicked in the eye a
few times but not badly. I felt pretty good
throughout. No kicking, very relaxed. Some
citing issues. Came out at 1:20 feeling great.
Nice area for improvement next time.

BIKE
Some data. The second table is for each 5 mile
increment. There was some headwind and road
problems from 80 to near the finish.
Avg HR 143
Avg Speed
Avg Zone
Max Speed
Avg Temp
Max Temp

PRE-RACE
Generally went ok. In years past there
always some drama that came up at the
moment. This year I forgot my heart
monitor but had plenty of time to have
brother FedEx it to me.

21.2
2.0
33.8
69.1
73.4

Distance A-Speed M-Speed Avg HR HR Zone
5
22.3
25.6
152
3.1
10
21.4
25.9
146
2.5
15
19.8
33.8
143
2.1
20
21.1
25
141
1.8
25
21.6
27.9
143
2
30
21.8
24.3
141
1.8
35
22
28
140
1.7
40
22.8
30.8
144
2.2
45
21.1
31.8
146
2.5
50
22.5
27.4
144
2.1
55
22
27.7
141
1.8
60
22
25.4
144
2.2
65
21.7
27
143
2
70
22.3
26.7
143
2
75
21
26.2
142
1.9
80
20.2
31.1
143
2
85
20.5
23.8
143
2
90
20.1
22
142
1.9
95
21.1
23.6
141
1.8
100
19.6
28.8
142
2
105
18.9
23.9
142
1.9
110
21.7
25.5
140
1.7
111.6
20.3
24
139
1.7

was
last
rate
my

I ate normally through the day and had a good
dinner. Earlier that morning I went to do some
swimming (thanks to the Blue Seventy guy for
showing me how to put on my 2XU suit
properly), sign up for IMFL 08, and go to the
Slowtwitch meeting.
The night was not so great as I was staying at a
place with some loud womenand I had trouble
getting to sleep. I’m already booked for an
efficiency at the host hotel next year that will
not be shared.
I woke up early at 3 AM to down two Boost Plus
and then fell back to sleep until 5:45 and went
down to race start. I didn’t eat anything but had
a Diet Pepsi. Possibly a mistake – I had some
s’mores poptarts that might have been good.

Other comments on the bike:
 Drank water and ate Carbo Pro 1200 on the
bike – about 330 calories an hour. On
reflection, not nearly enough. I need to
carry more liquid on the bike. I only used

Pretty relaxed and ready for whatever came that
day. Totally confident and ready to deal.
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one bottle (1800 calories) and needed an
additional 300 calories. I thought I’d eat the
gels in my pocket but neglected to because
I didn’t want to reach back there. Stupid, I
know.

The Seven Greatest Feats in Endurance
Running
http://elitefeet.com/2007/12/25/elite-feetthe-7-ultimate-achievements-in-endurancerunning/

 Salted well but it slowed me down a lot to









get it out of the baggies. I need to keep
them in a handier container I can just put in
my mouth and not have to fiddle with.
Threw up some warm water at times on the
bike. Just a little. More like belching.
Had to stand up a few times because lower
back sore from aero.
No issues with aero helmet or the wheel
cover.
Hr started out high because of the swim and
then it settled down into high one and broke
into two a few times.
Nice thing about being slow is I had a nice
legal draft line to climb up. Passed many
people. Eventually I was pulling a line of
shameless drafters in a pack of maybe 20.
Broke free at the end.
Pain in left shoulder in aerobars from swim,
I think.

 Mark Covert has run at least one mile
every day since July 23, 1968

 Xu Zhenjun Ran a Marathon in 3:43 –
backwards

 Three men ran 4000 miles across the
Sahara desert in 111 days

 Sir Ranulph Fiennes and Dr. Michael







RUN
First, some data
Avg Pace
9:56
Avg HR 145
Avg Zone
2.3
Avg Temp
73.4
Max Temp
75.2
Distance Avg Page
Avg Speed
Speed Avg HR Avg Zone
1
0:07:41 7.7
8.9
154
2
0:09:39 6.3
8.5
147
3
0:09:07 6.7
8
151
4
0:09:39 6.3
7.6
150
5
0:08:50 6.8
7.8
153
6
0:08:44 6.9
7.6
155
7
0:09:53 6
7.7
147
8
0:09:52 6.1
7
148
9
0:10:42 6.2
8.7
145
10
0:09:55 6
7.5
144
11
0:10:02 6
7.5
143
12
0:10:16 5.8
7.3
145
13
0:10:26 5.7
7.4
144
14
0:10:21 5.8
6.9
137
15
0:11:18 5.7
7.3
138
16
0:10:49 5.5
6.9
140
17
0:11:22 5.3
7.1
136
18
0:11:28 5.2
6.6
133
19
0:09:55 6
7.8
136
20
0:10:25 5.8
7.4
138
21
0:09:31 6.3
7.7
145
22
0:09:01 6.7
8.4
153
23
0:09:35 6.2
7.4
151
24
0:09:56 6
7.1
147
25
0:10:24 5.8
7.3
149
26
0:09:27 6.3
8.5
155
26.04
0:00:17 9
9.6
160




Max



3.3
2.6
3.1
3
3.2
3.4
2.5
2.7
2.3
2.1
2
2.2
2.1
1.4
1.5
1.7
1.4
1.1
1.4
1.6
2.3
3.2
3.1
2.5
2.8
3.4
3.7





Stroud ran seven marathons, on seven
continents, in seven days
Finishing the Badwater 135
Dean Karnazes running 350 Miles NonStop
Ethiopia’s Haile Gebrselassie Marathon
World Record Time of 2 hours, 4 minutes,
and 26 seconds

Threw up at mile 14 but felt much better
after. Started drinking coke.
When I started running I saw the clock said
7:02. I kinda knew I was going to NOT
make the 10:30 goal but I still wanted to
have a decent time.
I’m not sure what was wrong with me. I just
felt tired and low energy. I don’t think I
fueled so well on the run.
I really wanted to take a nap. I got through
the first lap of the two and wanted to just
finish and go back to the hotel.
After throwing up and starting to drink coke,
I had a return of energy and then felt pretty
good after the race. But still silly slow.
I would walk for 30 seconds and walk the
aid stations. Kind of as a break. I stopped
with that towards the end but was still not
moving very fast.
Nonetheless I sprinted past two guys in my
AG towards the end and neither of them
answered back (thankfully).

POST-RACE








Finished at 41/132 overall. 95/132 on swim,
28/132 on bike, 42/142 on run. ?Meh. Top
third of AG. I’ll take it.
Left knee has some funkiness. Icing. Some
scrapes on armpits from wetsuit. Bike-sit
area tore up badly because it had a rash to
begin with.
AG went nuts this year. Last year my AG
qualified at 9:38. This year three of the four
qualifiers were sub9 and one was 9:03.
NUTS!!!

HOW WE GET FASTER FOR IMWA
 Good night’s rest
 More fuel on the bike
 More/better fuel on the run (cola, gels)

Comments:
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 Better swim (kick) and swim technique.
 Better sighting on the swim.

Downhill Mountain Bike Racing in VA

So, how hard can it be to ride your
mountain bike downhill?

HOW WE GET FASTER FOR 2008








On the swim, I', going to kick. And start
training to kick and get more efficiency in
swimming. More Beth.
On the bike, more power crank and a power
meter. Consult with Hunter Allen on using
power in my training.
On the run, more long runs.
Other: sleep earlier. Maybe cut or eliminate
caffeine.
Over all, the theme for 08 is ‘More.’ More
training hours.

2008 USA Cycling Mountain Bike National
Championships: The downhill mountain
bike series will kick off on May 9, 2008 at
Massanutten Resort in Virginia and will
wrap up with the Gravity East Series
Finals at Plattekill Mountain Resort,
October 11-12. For more information visit
www.gravityeastseries.com.
Gravity East Series 2008 Schedule:
May 9-10: Massanutten Resort McGaheysville, Va. www.massresort.com
May 31-June 1: Mount Snow Resort -West
Dover, Vt. www.mountsnow.com June 2122: Wisp Resort - McHenry, Md.
www.skiwisp.com July 5-6: Plattekill
Mountain- Roxbury, N.Y.
www.plattekill.com Aug 16-17: Bolton
Valley - Bolton Valley, Vt.
www.boltonvalley.com Aug 30-31:
Whiteface Resort - Wilmington, N.Y.
www.downhillmike.com Sept 6-7: Attitash
Resort - Bartlett, N.H. www.attitash.com
Oct 11-12: GES Finals – Plattekill
Mountain - Roxbury, N.Y.
www.plattekill.com

5105-A Backlick Rd, Annandale, VA 22203
Phone: 703-642-8685 Fax: 703-642-1507
www.posichiro.com
Complimentary 30-minute sports chiropractic
exam from Dr. Kathy Coutinho for TriCATS
members, as well as 10% off running-specific
custom orthotics.

Weet-Bix Kids Tryathlon
Chris Bennett
chris@lpcb.org
The children compete either individually or as a
team and they must complete all three legs:
swim, bike and run. The distances varied by
age:
Age
Swim
11 - 15 200m
8 - 10 100m

Cycle
8km
4km

Run
1.5km
1.5km

The preparation that goes into the event is
impressive. The children could download training
programs from http://tryathlon.weetbix.co.nz/
which look very similar to what we all use,
although the distances are slightly on the light
side. The videos with advice from Hamish Carter
(who won the Athens Olympic Triathlon) are
great and relevant for all triathletes:

Picture 3,000 children, aged 8 to 15 – with
support crews (mainly parents!) – getting ready
to do a triathlon. You hear about the energy of
Kona. Probably nothing compared to the WeetBix Tryathlon. Over 100,000 children have
competed since they started 16 years ago.

 “[swimming is] like playing rugby in the

I was fortunate to watch the start of the
Auckland event at St. Hellier’s beach and it was
quite memorable. It was the site of the first race
(500) and 3,000 were racing this day.

water”

 “always wear a brightly coloured cap for
open water swimming”

 “make sure you get lots of air”
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 “getting comfortable is the first step






It is interesting to read the comments of the
participants:

towards becoming a good cyclist”
“make sure your seat is stable and at the
right height”
“focus on [running] posture, breathing and
rhythm”
“time lost in transition is time you aren’t
moving forward in the event”
“don’t use laces in your shoes”
“definitely don’t put socks on because that
will slow you down”











“Swimming was the hardest. It got very
deep and I got a bit scared.”
“It was fun. At the beginning of the swim I
couldn’t see under water, but the water was
actually quite warm…I lost my goggles in
the sea but got them back.”
“The return trip on the bike was hard
because you were pushing into the wind.”
Last year at the tryathlon my friends and I
put our bikes in the wrong place, so when I
finished the bike an official asked me what
Ii was doing putting my bike back in a
section that hadn't even started!!!!”
“I’m training heaps so I can do well in the
tryathlon and do really good in all my school
sports.”
“Last years tryathlon was heaps of fun so I
hope I can do it till I'm 15!!!!!!!”

The parents were almost as enthusiastic as the
children which was great to see. This is laying
such a great foundation for the future. A few
things stood out distinctly for me:
Memory #1: The Bikes
The philosophy behind the race is: “Every kid's a
winner - it's not about coming first, it's about
getting out, having a go and achieving your
personal best.” Therefore, there are no prizes
based on your performance (that means it
doesn't matter if you come 1st or 101st). and
every Tryathlete gets a medal on the day, and a
certificate. The medals were handed out by
representatives of the All Blacks (the national
rugby team) which was very exciting for the
participants.

Forget Cervelo, Trek, etc. we are talking
Walmart Specials. Some resplendent with
baskets and handlebar streamers. In fact,
mountain bikes were recommended.

Memory #2: Pre-Race Nutrition
Forget Powerbars, Accelerade, etc. We are
talking about breakfast cereal—preferably WeetBix. Immediately before it starts. If I thought
my wife was worried about my nutrition plan,
you should have seen the mums at this race!
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series. As part of the ITU 2008 ‘World Triathlon
Festival’ in New Plymouth, they will be running a
Weet-Bix Tryathlon as the opening event. It is a
series that should be copied elsewhere. If you
are involved with children and triathlons you
should have a look at their web site. There is a
lot that can be learned from the Weet-Bix
Tryathlon.
Postscript: My wife Lis was in Nelson as a
volunteer when they had their race. She sent me
through the following photos. Lis also met with
Hamish Carter who was pleased to hear how
much people in D.C. have been enjoying my
copy of his biography.
Memory #3: The Swim
I had wondered how do you get 3,000 children
under the age of 15 to swim 100 m (8-10) or
200 m (> 10) without losing a few. By having
them swim in waste deep water parallel to the
shore with adults every few metres to rescue
them. They didn’t time them, just took 20 into
the water at the time and let them start when
the previous group had gone.

Memory #5: The Transition
This was just like any triathlon and they were
very serious about getting in and out of
transition fast.

The series is trying to be formally recognized by
the ITU as the world’s largest children’s triathlon
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TriCATs Sponsor Directory
Sponsor
Conte’s Bicycles

Principle Fitness
925 Rogers Drive
Falls Church, VA 22042
(571) 278-4581
www.principlefitness.com
eric@principlefitness.com
Bonzai Sports
http://tribonzai.com
2826 Fallfax Drive
Falls Church, VA 22042
Phone: (703) 280-2248
Positively Chiropractic and Dynamic
Kinesiology
5105A Backlick Road
Annandale, VA 22003
(703) 642-8685
www.posichiro.com
Rehab to Racing
Mary DeLaney, PT and Allen DeLaney,
MD
(703) 409-3844 or (571) 213-0254
www.rehabtoracing.com
Transitions Therapeutic Massage &
Bodywork
Circle Towers Office Building
9401 Lee Highway, Suite 102
Fairfax, VA 22042
(703) 385-4785
www.transitionsmassage.com
barb@transtionsmassage.com

TriCATs Member Benefits
15% off of accessories
5% off bikes
10% off bike fits
Discounts on all group training programs; $50 off the start-up fee of
any coaching program from any Principle Fitness coach.
A good coach needs to know not only "how", but more importantly
"why" the athlete is training.
10% off of accessories
10% off bikes
5% rebate to TriCATs for ALL web sales (does not include sale or
closeout items or wetsuit rentals)
Website Discount Code: tricats2007 (all lowercase)
Complimentary Sports Injury Prevention Examination; 10% off
Running-Specific Orthotics.
Always Moving Forward

Injury evaluation and training for athletes. Helping you get back in
the game! Train Smarter! Tri Longer!
15% off initial evaluation and regular monthly training with a
current Tricats ID card/membership.
10% off each therapeutic massage session with TriCATs ID card
(Please be aware that you will need to schedule in advance as I am
often booked out 2-6 weeks depending on the time of year.)
Geared toward injury prevention, rehabilitation and recovery of the
endurance athlete and chronic pain client

Please support our club sponsors.
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